URDU/HINDI CONTROVERSY
It is some language written n two different scripts:

n

Gandhi promoted Hindi.

n

Muslims stuck to

n

In 1937 Congress Provincial Ministries in India decided that Matriculation examination

Urdu.

papers will be replied in Provincial Languages.
n

In Sindh. Sindhi was introduced in competition.

n

Result. Standard of English and education deteriorated since that date.

n

In 1942 I saw movies and not understanding them bought Urdu I, II, III and IV and
quickly learnt it within a few days.

n

In 1946 I found that neither Urdu nor Sindhi have enough literature for proper development
of a person and resorted to study of any type of subject in English.

n

Persian became official/court languages of Delhi Sultanate since 1206 AD.

n

Persian became official language of Sindh since 1351 AD, under Sammas.

n

Sindhi was official language of Sindh for 340 years (1011-1351 AD) under Soomras.

Mughal and Delhi Sultanate court ethics.
n

In their court, no language other than Persian was allowed to be spoken and sung.

n

1945 ruler of Deccan introduce Hindi because of his mistress and a dancer/singer and she
did not know Persian. He was considered degenerate by Mughal Courts all over India.

n

In 1765, Shah Alam-II handed over UP-Bihar etc., to Clive on contract and many poets
in his court at composed in Urdu. They were considered degenerate by serious Persian
scholars and new elite.

n

In 1800 East India Company started calling Hindi/Urdu as Hindustani and had to learn it for
communication with local people and some low level administration.
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n

In 1822, Syed Ahmed Berailvi published translation of Holy Quran in Urdu. It was not
appreciated by many religious circles and elite of UP/Bihar and Urdu speakers of northern
India.

n

1836, British dropped Persian as official languages and introduced local languages along
with English in various ports of South Asia. In UP, Bihar etc., it was called Hindustani.

n

Persian scholars of northern India resented the move as anti-Persian and kept Persian as
language of elite. Persian still dominated these circles for next 40 years.

n

1862, Hindus in UP found that Muslims have taken advantage of Hindustani due to Persian
script and though being 10% in population, have occupied 60% government jobs in lower
categories in 25 years since 1836 and from 1862 insisted that Hindi should be made
official language.

n

Knowing weakness of Sindhi and Urdu literature M.H. Panhwar at age of 20 decided that
in future he will write in English and except for some original works not available in English,
he would buy Sindhi and Urdu books.

n

In 1966 Sindh University following move by Government of Pakistan allowed various
subjects to be taught and written in Sindhi/Urdu.

n

This lead to ruination of education and only after 35 years, educational institutes in Sindh
have realised that in the competitive world in Pakistan, only way to come up is to have good
knowledge of English and study the technical subjects in English.

n

The realisation is limited only to urban people and not rural Sindhi.

n

India had set up a commission in 1948 coin technical terms in Hindi? Reporting to Prime
Minister Pandat Jawarlal Nehru in 1963 that 400,000 words have been coined in Hindi, the
commission was asked how many words has Hindi got. When they replied that 100,000, he
remarked “Is it capable of absorbing 400,000 new words. The Commission was not
dissolved but is cold stored since then.
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